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Introduction
Purpose of Project
Scanning, image manipulation, color correction and film output are now
realities for desktop publishing. As happened with typesetting a few years ago,
the technology is changing from crude to fine, as image reproduction moves
from simple line art to color half-tones. Designers, publishers, and printers alike,
struggle to understand and use the new technology even as that technology
changes the traditional boundaries of job descriptions and responsibilities.1
Much is being written today about desktop color reproduction in
comparison with high end color scanner systems.2 Most of the scrutiny of these
two systems focuses on the differences between and acceptability of, the final
results. Yet not only do the results invite comparison but so do the methods used
to achieve them as well. Has the nature of the technology being used to produce
desktop color given birth to a process which requires a different approach to
color reproduction from that of conventional high end drum scanners? Or, are
the same requirements for color reproduction to be met? The urgency and
relevancy of these considerations was expressed to me in conversations with
Frank Cost3 and Kelly Laughlin4. If the requirements are the same regardless of
the technology being used, how does the new technology fulfill them? Currently,
if one desires to produce color via the desktop, most of the literature regarding
color reproduction make no reference to the well established methodology for
producing color on high end drum
scanners.5
ii
As a guide for desktop color reproduction in the graphic arts, this project
will use the well-established principles found in high end drum scanner
technology as a starting point for desktop color reproduction. After these
principles have been set forth, this project will examine the software and
techniques for color reproduction on the Macintosh to see if, where, and how
these same principles may be applied to desktop color. A new paradigm will be
established for producing accurate and precise color with desktop technology, so
that the reader may decide whether or not producing his own desktop color
reproductions is feasible.
Choice of Software
Adobe Photoshop is fast becoming the major program for image
manipulation on the Macintosh "with a reported 90% share of an emerging
market"6.
It is difficult to review ColorStudio without mentioning Adobe
Systems Inc.'s Photoshop. Both products were originally released
around the same time, performed many of the same functions and
were major software breakthroughs. ColorStudio, however, was
crippled by poor marketing and a pricing scheme that placed it at
twice the cost of Photoshop. It has been further hurt by a weakening
follow-up as Letraset has allowed its sales efforts to dwindle.
Photoshop, on the other hand, has been expertly handled and has
become an industry standard.7
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Adobe Photoshop is a powerful image correction/manipulation program
as well as a creative painting tool. Yet Photoshop is bewildering to the new user.
There are many considerations when using the program due to its complexity.
Themanual can be confusing and tends to take a bare bones approach.
Photoshop has a wealth of features for photo retouching, color
separation, black-and-white halftoning, video-frame preparation and
artistic rendering: unfortunately, a full explanation of those features
is lacking in the documentation and training materials.8
In addition,the program must be set up correctly in order to function
properly. The many variables involved in using Photoshop, e.g. preferences
(monitor, inks, general etc.), screen settings, files format, make it confusing to the
beginning user.
Who is project for?
This project is intended to benefit newcomers to desktop color
reproduction, both the person (be they the user or manager of such a system)
approaching color separation and image manipulation from a non-printing
background such as design or advertising as well as high end drum scanner
operators. Businesses (like ad agencies) who traditionally send all their color
separation work out are considering bringing such work in-house due to the
tremendous savings possible. Adobe Systems Inc.'s $895 Photoshop and
Letrasefs $995 ColorStudio have become staples for color work, supplementing
and sometimes replacing more costly graphics-dedicated systems, according to
m
four full-service bureaus that offer both digital-design and color-output
expertise.9
System Integrators are finding that it is now possible to create Mac-
based pre-press environments that cost 75% less than high-end
systems.10
As designers and managers discover the power of desktop image
manipulation, they will need guidelines for using it to its fullest capability. In
discussions with Marie Freckleton, she pointed out the difficulty her design
students were having with using and getting output from Photoshop.11 As
Photoshop itself is quite useless unless we know how to get the picture off the
computer screen and onto either paper or some other medium, the whole path of
image reproduction from selection of scanner resolution to final output, is the
scope of this project.
In order to use this project, the reader should be familiar with the theory of
color separation and reasonably familiar with the Macintosh computer. The
reader's knowledge of color separation should include the concepts of additive
and subtractive colors as they relate to light and printing inks. The reader
should understand basic color separation theory as it relates to the printing
process, e.g. the four printing colors necessary for color reproduction; how
photographic separations are made, which filters are used to record for which
printing inks. An understanding of independent color spaces such as CIELAB is
also helpful.
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This project assumes the reader is able to utilize basic Macintosh
commands and procedures, such as opening, closing and saving files, navigating
through the Macintosh's hierarchical filing system and all the common menu
commands found in Macintosh programs.
Methodology
This project began when the author was asked by Marie Freckleton,
Associate Professor at Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester,New York, to
investigate the problems her students were having getting accurate and
predictable results from Adobe Inc.'s Photoshop. At the same time, the author,
having completed a course involving high end color separation, began to
wonder why the methods from the high end, most noticeably choosing a
highlight placement, and using grayscales as scanning aids, were absent from
the technology and literature of desktop color reproduction software.
Further research of Graphic Arts' literature and publications showed the
growing market and rising expectations of desktop publishing capabilities. Yet
no where was there any attempt to build upon the foundation of high end color
reproduction as a paradigm for desktop color reproduction.
Having decided to embark upon this course, the author began by a
complete reading of the Photoshop User Guide. Scant mention was given to the
methods of high end scanner technology. Armed with the user guide and the
facilities of RTT, the author began a series of tests to see what different choices
and paths in Photoshop led to which results. Much time was spent at the
author's home computer (Macintosh Ilci) learning how the various parts of
Photoshop interacted with each other. Then hypotheses were tested by making
separations on Quadra 900, outputting them onto film via a Linotronic 200
imagesetter and proofing them on the PressMatch proofing system. Some tests
did not involve making separations, instead they were performed solely on the
Vll
screen. The power of Photoshop and desktop technology makes it possible to
make color separations digitally and judge the results by the numbers.
vin
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High End Systems
Definition of "High End Systems"
For the purposes of this project, the term "high
end"
refers to electronic
drum scanners with Photo Multiplier Tube technology connected to color and
screening computers which immediately produce color separations on films by
means of a laser exposing lamp. Typically these scanners can sample at
resolutions of 4000 ormore samples per inch and can image film at resolutions of
4000 dots per inch.
Requirements for Color Reproduction
The three necessary ingredients for color reproduction are tone
reproduction, gray balance, and color correction.12 It is not possible to produce
good quality, consistent results without attaining these requirements. On high
end electronic scanning systems, these three requirements are given their own
control functions on scanners so that the operator may directly control them. To
understand how these goals are to be accomplished on desktop systems, let us
first investigate how high-end systems approach them.
Tone Reproduction
Tone Reproduction is the relationship of the tone values of the original in
comparison with the tone values of the reproduction. Tone reproduction affects
the amount of contrast in a separation and the presence or absence of detail. It
can make a picture look sharp or flat. It can affect color saturation and gray
balance.
Optimal tone reproduction for any original will render a pleasing
contrast, preserve important details, and help in uniform gray
balance for accuracy in the reproduction. Every color copy has a
message for its viewer. Nothing can bring out the message better and
more clearly that a suitable tone reproduction for that particular
copy.13
Since the tonal range of most original copy is greater than that of printing
presses, the reproduction of an original photographmust compress or
"squeeze"
the greater tonal range into a smaller one. Proper tone reproduction occurs when
the tonal range is rendered such that the necessary loss of range which occurs
from compression, does not interfere with the "most
important" information in
the original. The "most
important" information depends on the desires of the
publisher, whether it be detail in the highlight or in the shadow. However, it is
the color separator's job to ensure that that information is present in the
reproduction.
Tone reproduction curves on high-end systems are called gradation
curves.14 These curves relate the density of the original to the density of the
reproduction. The tone reproduction curve, or gradation curve as it is called, is
created by choosing the optimum starting, middle, and endpoints for the tonal
range of the reproduction. This curve, whose parameters are chosen by the
separator, is a function of the original tonal range. It is a mapping of one set of
numbers onto a second set, this second set being a smaller range than the
original.
1.0 2.0
Density of Original
Figure 1
Tone reproduction curve.
In figure 1, the x axis represents the density range of the original. The y
axis represents the density range of the final output, e.g. an offset litho press. The
x axis must be
"mapped"
onto the y axis in order to translate our original
density range to the density range of the press. The curve generated in figure 1 is
a way of representing graphically how we map the one density range to the
other.
By
"placing"
our starting,middle and endpoints at different points on the x
axis (see figure 2), we can create different gradation curves. It turns out that
different types of originals reproduce better with curves that are tailored to the
type of original they are. Originals with lots of information in the highlights
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require a curve which will give more attention to the highlights (see "High Key"
curve, figure 3). It is analogous to spending money at a mall. We have only a
certain amount of money, (that is the tonal range of the printing press). We can
spend it on anything we want to, but if we want certain items, then the money
has to go for that. In the same way, the tonal range of the reproduction can be
distributed anyway one wants; but if we wish to
"buy" the highlights, then we
must distribute more tonal range to the highlights, leaving less for the shadows.
1.0 2.0
Density of Original
Figure 2
Tone Reproduction Curve
However, if the shadows are more important than the highlights, then the
tonal range can be distributed accordingly. Figure 3 shows three curves, one
which emphasizes highlight details, one which emphasizes shadow details, and
one considered normal. Another way of saying it is that ifwe wish to emphasize
the highlight portion of a photograph, the shadow region will be more
compressed. If we desire to emphasize the shadow region, then the highlight
portion of the photograph will be more compressed.
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Figure 3
Three different gradation curves.
Some scanners have "automatic" gradation curves built in to the hardware,
the operator simply turns a knob to select the one he thinks will produce the
desired effect. We can program in the type of curve we need, by placing the
highlight, mid-tone or shadow on the corresponding density regions on the
original. If the original has information in the shadow region which we wish to
bring out, then the mid-tone dot is
"placed"
closer to where the shadow dot is
placed, thereby allocating more dot percentages to a shorter shadow region, (see
figure 4.) Whatever the particular method, the important thing is that a
gradation curve is determined by the nature of the final printing process and the
particular character (high key, low key or normal) of the original.
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Two different mid-tone placements
Many scanners have built-in gradation curves that we can select according
to the job. A fairly typical curve was shown in figure 3. This is considered a
"normal"
curve for "normal" copy. The placement of the mid-tone dot in this
curve allots more printing dots to the highlight region of the original, whichwill
maintain the character of the highlight region of the original. This is done with
most originals because the human eye is generally more sensitive to the lighter
area of picture. It would notice the significant loss of detail in this region that
would result if the highlight region were compressed. The compression of the
shadow regions does not affect the eye as much.15
Gray Balance
Checking the gray areas of a color reproduction is a quick way to see if the
separation has good color balance and also has compensated for the impurities
of the inks. The eye is more sensitive to discrepancies in gray areas than in
colored areas.16 If the grays areas of the original are reproduced as gray, then the
colors have a better shot at being balanced, otherwise the whole reproduction
may take on the cast of the incorrectly reproduced grays.17 In high end scanning
this is especially important because we want to get it right the first time. The
scan, separation and filmmaking occur in real time.
The process inks used in reproducing color are supposed to absorb only
one of the additive primaries: red, green, or blue, and reflect the remaining two.
Thus, magenta ink should absorb all of the green portion of the light hitting it,
and reflect (or transmit) back red and blue. Since gray is registered in the eye by
equal quantities of red, blue and green being received, equal amounts of all three
inks together should reflect equal quantities of red, green and blue, thus
producing gray (or black, if full strength). Unfortunately, magenta also absorbs
some of the red and blue. Since it is characteristic of a yellow pigment to absorb
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Figure 5
Magenta ink
Figure 6
Ideal magenta ink
blue, and a cyan pigment to absorb red, it appears that the magenta ink is
"contaminated"
with yellow and cyan.
All process inks and toners share this characteristic, it's not that
manufacturers are careless but has more to do with the spectral reflectance
characteristics of magenta (see figure 5). For magenta to be "perfect" and not
absorb the reds and blues, the spectral reflectance curve would have to be sharp
and linear as in Figure 6. This "contamination" occurs with cyan and yellow
also, to varying degrees. When a scanner converts the RGB signal from its scan,
it has to take these impurities into account and print less (smaller) magenta dots
wherever there are to be yellow dots and cyan dots. There are two parts to
achieving gray balance input and output. It will be clearer if we start with
output first.
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Gray balance test
Due to the impurities in the inks, equal combinations ofmagenta, cyan and
yellow do not produce gray. Instead, we get a muddy brown. To find out what
combination of cyan, magenta and yellow make gray, tests are run on the press
with varying percentages of the three colors printed together. Then, a visual
determination of which patch or strip is the best gray, is made. These
percentages might be similar to those shown in Figure 7. Whatever the
percentages turn out be, they become the gray balance for that particular set of
inks on that press, given the conditions of that press run. This is why it is so
important to control the different printing parameters ink density, trapping,
dot gain, etc. in order to get consistent results from run to run. Now, 1/2 of the
gray balance equation is solved. We know how to make gray, now to find out
where to put it.
Scanner operators use gray scales or step tablets with their scans. They are
usually taped next to the original. They set the scanner on different densities of
gray and program in the printing dot percentages obtained from the gray
9
balance test. This tells the scanner what is gray and where to reproduce it. If
there is a color cast in the neutral areas of the original, perhaps a yellow cast in
the highlights, the operator can set up on this area instead of the gray step for
that density. This makes the scanner translate the yellow tinged areas as gray
and removes the yellow cast from the reproduction.
100 t
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Figure 8
Set of typical gray balance curves
Gray balance is so important, it is given separate controls on many
scanners. This allows operators to set the gray balance without affecting the
gradation curve for tone reproduction. A typical set of gray balance curves is
shown in Figure 8. Generally, due to the properties of the inks, cyan is usually
printed in a larger amount relative to magenta and yellow
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Color Correction
Theoretically, the process primaries, cyan, magenta and yellow, when
overprinted in pairs in equal amounts, create the process secondaries of red, blue
and green. Cyan and magenta make blue, cyan and yellow make green, and
magenta and yellow make red. The same ink deficiencies which cause equal
amounts of all three process inks to be muddy brown instead of gray, also
require thatwe make adjustments for these overprint colors as well.
Magenta does not absorb only green, it also absorbs some blue. Yellow is
supposed to absorb blue, so we can conclude there must be some yellow in our
magenta. Whenwe go to print red (which is magenta and yellow together), if we
use equal amounts of magenta and yellow, we will get an orange red due to the
extra yellow in the magenta. To negate this effect, we need to use less yellow.
Since we can't extract the yellow out of the magenta, our only choice is to use
less yellow. The rule is then, where secondary colors are concerned, to use less of
the color which is present in the other ink, or in other words, the unwanted color
(yellow inmagenta ink) is negated by using less of the contaminating color in its
pure form (yellow ink) wherever the contaminated ink (magenta) is present.
This is accomplished by setting the scan light of the scanner on the primary
and secondary colors, and adjusting the wanted and unwanted colors
accordingly. High end scanners use red, green and blue filters to create different
signals from a given pixel. These become the red, green and blue signals. The
color computer analyzes the strength of these signals to determine what the
color of the original pixel is. If the signals are equal, then it knows it is dealing
with a neutral or gray pixel. If, however, the green signal is stronger, than the
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color computer analyzes that pixel as mainly magenta. What the rest of the color
is depends on the amount of the other two signals. If the blue signal is close to
the green's in strength, and the red signal is weak, then it knows it is looking at a
red color ( magenta plus yellow equals red). It then will send a message to the
film plotter or exposing head to record the magenta and yellow films with large
dots and the cyan film with a small dot. However, because of the impurities in
the magenta ink, we program the color computer to record less yellow dot than
we normally would. Otherwise, the extra yellow in the magenta, plus the yellow
ink itself, willmake the red seem orange.
With high end scanners, this can be done precisely for any set of printing
inks we wish to use. Though the color computers of scanners are manufactured
with a correction scheme based on the contaminations of the average process
inks, they also are designed to allow for further adjustment based on specific
inks. We have then created a specific set of ink characteristics which the color
computer on the scanner will use to convert the signals from the red, blue and
green filters to percentages of cyan, magenta and yellow halftone dots. This type
of correction, is known as general color correction, in that we affect particular
colors throughout the whole reproduction, not one specific area of it. The colors
adjusted are usually cyan, magenta, yellow and their overprint combinations of
red, green and blue.
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GCR and UCR
Gray Component Replacement (GCR) and Under Color Removal (UCR)
are two methods for introducing more black ink into the separation while
reducing the other 3 inks. There are several advantages to doing this. Black ink is
generally more stable on the press and easier to control. Problems with
metamerism are reduced since black does not look different under different
lighting conditions. Black adds detail and contrast. SWOP specifications allow a
maximum of 300% total dot area (this is mainly to aid ink trapping) and using
blackwhile reducing the other 3 inks makes it easier tomeet this requirement.
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Figure 9 - UCR
A portion of CMY is removed and
is replaced by black.
Figure 10 -GCR
The "graying" factor or de-saturating
combination is replaced by black.
UCR is the removal of some portion of cyan, magenta and yellow in the
neutral shadow areas of a separation. Since cyan, magenta, and yellow (in the
right balance) make gray, by substituting tints of black for the three colors, we
can accomplish the same thing. A neutral shadow might call for an 80% cyan,
70% magenta, 70% yellow and 70% black dot. UCR would remove some of the
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3 colors and replace them with a higher percentage black dot. We might be left
with dot percentages of 60% cyan, 45% magenta, 45% yellow and 95% black.
GCR works on a similar principle but is applied to all colors, not just the
neutrals. It affects all colors where cyan,magenta and yellow are used. Itwill not
affect the colors with only two of the inks are used such as a pure red (magenta
and blue) or pure green (cyan and yellow). For one sample or pixel, GCR
considers the ink with the smallest dot the graying factor. In a shade of blue
composed of 70% cyan, 50% magenta and 20% yellow, yellow would be the
graying factor since cyan, magenta and yellow together yield gray (ideally). We
can replace the "3 color gray" with a corresponding amount of black. This is
more clearly seen with the help of a chart in figures 9 and 10.
Unsharp Masking
This technique has its origins in photographic separations. It got its name
because a mask would be made from the original through a diffuse film, creating
a blurred or unsharp image of the original. This mask would then be
repositioned over the original when separations were made. The combined effect
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of the unsharp mask with the original was to sharpen borders between light and
dark areas, thereby appearing to increase detail.
High end scanners create the same effect through the use of different size
apertures through which the original is scanned. The unsharp masking aperture
is larger than the aperture for the main signal. The difference in signal strength
from the smaller and larger apertures creates a heightened border between light
and dark areas.
Calibration
There are two aspects of calibrating a high end system; input and output.
We have to control the accuracy of what our system records input with and how
our system outputs that information.
Controlling the input of a scanner means adjusting the signals from the
scan head to accurately adjust for the inconsistencies inherent in all
photographic originals. Just as printing inks have their deficiencies, so to do the
various emulsions from which photographs are made. Though most originals
are not halftones, they share with color halftones the use of the subtractive
primaries to create their colors. To calibrate the input from the scanning head, a
test target such as the Kodak Q-60 will be mounted on the scanning drum. Once
desirable results (good separations based on a proof to original comparison)
have been obtained for that particular emulsion, other emulsions with the same
test target can be mounted on the drum. The scanner is then adjusted to produce
15
the same ink combinations for a given patch of color, based on the settings of the
"good" separations.18
Controlling the output of high end scanners invokes a process called
linearization. Linearizing a scanner insures that we when ask for a specific size
dot, our final result will be that size dot. This is done by controlling the current
(voltage) to the laser. The relationship between the voltage and resulting dot
sizes is said to be one to one or a linear relationship in that equal amounts of
voltage increases result in equal amounts of dot size increases. Though this is not
entirely accurate, the term linearization is still used to express this relationship.
To maintain this linear relationship we must control the intensity and accuracy of
the laserwhich creates the dots on the film and the processor which develops the
film.
The film processor must be first be in control to achieve any consistent
results with linearizing the scanner. If the processor is not in control, the size of
the dots may vary from one film to another due to the imbalance in the chemical
development of the films.
Once the processor is in control, a look-up table inside the scanner's
computer will be used to vary the dot size until the desired results are achieved.
To test the accuracy of the exposing head, a gray step scale will be scanned in
and printed. Some scanners come with a step scale programmed into their
electronics. This way, we can output the internally generated step scale without
having to scan one in. In both instances, the printed dot areas are read with a
densitometer to check that the dot areas correspond to what they should be. If a
step is supposed to show a 50% dot, and instead it shows a 55% dot, the look-up
table will adjust the dot until the correct dot size is produced.
16
Production
The greatest variable in making separations is the many types of originals
possible for scanning. There are different film emulsions, different types of
photographic paper, high-key originals, low-key originals, transparencies,
reflection copy, to name a few. Through all this variation, the issues of tone
reproduction, gray balance and color correctionmust be addressed.
This is accomplished by means of gradation curves and gray balance
information obtained through tests. The character of the gradation curve is
determined by the density range of the press and the type of original to be
scanned. The starting point, or highlight selection, determines at which point
density from the original is to be recorded. If there is a lot of important
information in the highlights, then placing the highlight dot (5% dot) should
occur at a lower density than a normal original. If the highlight is placed at a
density of 0.45 rather than 0.20, the areas of interest in the highlights between
0.20 and 0.45 will all be white. In Example 1, Appendix A, there are two different
placements of the highlight dot in order to show the differing effects.
The shadow placement will determine the effective range of the gradation
curve. If it is placed at lower density, it makes any details present above that
density plug up.
The mid-tone placement determines where the contrast is to be
emphasized, in the highlights or shadows, thus bringing out detail in one or the
other. Example 2, Appendix A show different mid-tone placements with the
highlight and shows held constant.
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The original is taped to the drum alongwith a stepped gray scale. The gray
scale serves as a density guide for neutral areas. If there are no easily identifiable
neutral highlights, shadows or mid-tones, then the operator may place the
scanning head on a step of the gray scale and dial in the appropriate size gray
printing dots. When placing the highlight dots, the operator must decide if the
original has a color cast. If there is no color cast, then the operator may chose to
"set up" on a step of the gray scale. If there is an undesirable color cast, then the
operator sets the neutral highlight dots on an area containing the color cast. He
may chose to do this with the mid-tone and shadow dots also.
After the highlight placement is made, the shadow placement is next. This
establishes the range of the original to be compressed into the range of the press.
If there are important details in the shadow region, then the placement might
occur at a density of 1.7 instead of 1.5 (for reflection copy). This allows important
shadow details at 1.5 or 1.6 to be represented by 80% to 90% dots instead of 95%
dots.
The placement of the mid-tone will also be dependent on the type of
original being scanned. High key copy is best served by placing themid-tone dot
closer to the highlight dot ( in terms of density placements). This raises the slope
of the gradation curve such that more of the printing dot range is available for
the shorter density range, thereby adding more detail to the highlight to mid-
tone portion of the reproduced image.
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Proofing
Proofing a separations consists of using the same films which will be used
to make the printing plates, to make the proofs. There are several systems in use
today in the graphic arts which all attempt to do the same thing, i.e. simulate a
press sheet. They use emulsions (usually laminated to a paper), with pigments
similar to those found in process inks, to mimic the printed sheet. Calibrating a
proofing system ultimately relies on the judgement of the eye but there are
controls and procedures to insure consistent results once a visual match has been
made. Control strips and exposure/development targets are supplied by the
manufacturers of proofing systems to help obtain reliable proofing.
The procedure for matching a proofing system to a press is actually quite
simple. We first obtain the separation films used from a previously
"successful"
job, one in which the press sheetwas judged to have come as close to the original
as wemay expect. We then use these films to make our proofs, and then view the
proofs and press sheets side by side under standard viewing conditions. We then
adjust our proofing mechanism, be it exposure time, development, or even
changing the pigments in the proofing system to more closely resemble our
process inks, until a
"match" is made. Once we are satisfied with our proof, the
exposures, development conditions, and pigments are all recorded for repeated
use with new separations. We then have a reliable means for testing our
separations without having to go to press each time. This type of proofing is by
no means infallible or perfect, yet the use of the same films which ultimately
make the printing plates, for making proofs, insures a degree of reliability which
19
would not exist were we to use different data (films) to make proofs than to
make plates.
20
Summary
We have seen how the high end techniques are centered around the three
related areas of tone reproduction, gray balance and color correction. In
photomechanical separations, these are also the major considerations for
achieving accurate color reproduction. We can conclude that desktop color must
address these issues too. The question then becomes, how and inwhatway?
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Desktop Color
Introduction
The advent of desktop image reproduction brings with it the hope and
desire for WYSIWYG19 color. The idea that the monitor will be accurate enough
to allow visual manipulation of the image to match the desires of the computer
operator is an essential feature of desktop color reproduction.20 That, along with
the reduced cost and inherent implication that "anyone" with a personal
computer now has the power to produce his own 4-color separations, is the
driving force behind this revolution. Though this new technology represents a
departure from the methods of high-end electronic scanning, it is the expressed
purpose of this project to investigate which techniques and methods from the
high end may be borrowed or applied to make desktop imaging more exact and
precise for the graphic arts industry. Since color reproduction by its very nature
is a complicated affair, the need to build upon the past and not reinvent the
wheel is even more crucial.
Traditionally (which in color reproduction is a short time), high end color
scanning required the operator to make several choices before making a scan.
Most important of these was the placement of the highlight dot. Because the
tonal range of most printed material is significantly less than that of a
continuous tone photograph, it is necessary to compress the tonal range of a
photograph to match the range achievable by the printing process one intends to
use. Offset lithography for instance, can achieve a tonal range of around 2.0
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density at best. Contrast this with a tonal range of 3.0 for a color photograph. To
reduce the tonal range of the original, the scanner
"compresses" the tones into a
value of 2.0. By choosingwhere to "place" the beginning, middle and end of this
new range, the operator can affect greatly the outcome of the scan. By choosing
where to place the highlight dot, the operator is telling the scanner what
information in the highlights it can ignore and what is significant. Correct
highlight placement canmean the difference between a picture which is too light
or dark.
Likewise, shadow placement is also of great importance. The operator can
choose to bring out detail from the shadow areas or ignore it. The middle-tone
placement divides up the amount of steps available to either the highlights or
shadows .
The evolution of color separation has incorporated procedures and
techniques from photographic separation into electronic scanner separation. An
example of this is the unsharp mask. Though scanners don't use an actual
physical mask as is done in photographic separation, the function of an unsharp
mask is incorporated into scanner technology and is called unsharp masking.
The new technology of desktop color raises the question whether or not this
incorporation of previous techniques and names will or can occur. One major
methodological difference is that with drum scanners, one is always re-scanning
the original whenmaking adjustments, be they color corrections, adjustments for
dot gain or contrast adjustments. With desktop color however, the procedure is
to scan once and make whatever adjustments post-scan, on the computer screen.
Systems like Scitex are exceptions to this.
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The question becomes, "What do we keep from the previous way of doing
this?" The answer may depend on our background coming into this. People from
a high end scanner environment are looking for their methods while people
whose only experience with color separation is on the desktop seek to find their
own way. Can we successfully adapt the older technology to the newer one?
Should we even try? To answer these questions, this project began with the
principles and techniques discussed in the first part of this project, i.e. color
separation according to the high end.
Then the Photoshop manual was read to see if any of the three major
considerations, tone reproduction, gray balance, and color correction, were
addressed, (see Methodology) This reading of the manual provided some clues
but by and large the methods of the high end were not invoked as any guide to
desktop reproduction. The procedures for altering the gray balance, tone
reproduction curves and color correction were found, but they were not laid out
in an orderly fashion as a guide to achieving accurate and consistent color. It
became evident that a method was needed to help guide the setup of desktop
system which would incorporate these considerations. The flow charts entitled
Desktop Color ( see Appendix C) were designed with this purpose inmind.
Using this path, we can setup and calibrate a desktop color system which,
by its use of the high end's criteria for good color reproduction, will successfully
provide precise color reproduction. What follows here is a general explanation of
the method discovered for achieving accurate color reproduction with desktop
technology. Following this explanation is a step by step guide, with directions
only, for implementing this path with Photoshop.
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It is important to note that one immediate difference between the high end
and desktop is in the treatment of the color information. Because of the
limitations of desktop scanners, it is not practical to assign more than 256
possible values to any one component of a pixel. This means that any altering of
the information tends to "quantize" the information present in a raw scan to
fewer levels thanwere originally present.
This digitization of the light response from the scanned image has its
advantages in that digital computers can treat these digital values as numbers
and thereby manipulate them in many ways. A disadvantage to this method, as
we shall see, is that once values are re-arranged or averaged, there is no way to
return to an original sampling, other than by saving the original sampling
(thereby starting over). Excessive manipulation of digital image information
leads to posterization or loss of contrast, (see figure 11). This danger of
posterization makes it imperative that we limit the number of manipulations or
alterations of our image to minimum, if we desire to preserve the richness of the
image. With this inmind, one of the goals of this project was to fashion amethod
with as few manipulations as possible, while achieving acceptable color
reproduction.
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Figure 1 1
Histogram of posterized image.
Tone Reproduction
As we have seen, tone reproduction is the most critical factor in producing
quality color separations. On high end systems, the placements for highlight,
mid-tone, and shadow, are made before the scan. With most desktop scanners,
often we have no choice with respect to these placements. Many desktop
scanners allow us to only scan with no tone reproduction considerations.
However, it is still possible to control tone reproduction but only post-scan, in
the image manipulation program.
Photoshop comes with several tools for accomplishing this. The three
primary tools for this are the brightness/contrast control, the curves control and
the levels control. We will concentrate on using the levels control because it gives
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the most flexibility of the three and allows us to correlate the desktop method to
the high end.
The three triangles on the upper slider, allow us to make our highlight,
shadow and mid-tone placements. Unlike high end systems, where we are able
to use density readings directly off the original to make our placements, here we
must rely on histograms, the info window, and the image on the monitor. The
histograms are graphical representations of how much digital information is
where. On the picture of the levels dialogue box, there is an accompanying
histogram of how many pixels at a brightness of 255 (for example) there are,
compared with pixels at other brightnesses all the way from 0 to 255. The shape
of the "mountain" created by this graph is helpful in analyzing whether an
image is high key or low key. An image scanned from high key copywould have
more of its "mountain" towards to the right side of the graph, towards 255. (See
figure 12.)
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Figure 12
Histogram of high key copy
By sliding the right triangle away from 255, we are in effect, placing our
highlight dot. If we see from the histogram that there is blank space above the
extreme right side of the upper slider, then there is no significant information
present in the image being represented by the highlight dots. By moving the
right triangle (highlight triangle) to the left, until it is under some of the black
part of the graph, we are telling the program where to begin its highlight
placement. An image with the highlight triangle under a blank space will be too
dark, because the program will start its highlight dots in areas with no density
and the true highlights will be filled in with non-highlight dots. This would be
the same as a high end operator choosing the wrong highlight placement by
choosing a density of 0.10 instead of 0.30. In Example 1, Appendix A, the
diffferent highlight placements were madewith the highlight triangle.
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Similarly, we can also make the shadow placement by moving the left
upper triangle (shadow triangle) to the right. If the graph above the shadow
triangle is blank, there is no significant information being represented by the
shadow dot. There would be a loss of detail in the shadows in this situation.
The mid-tone placement is controlled by the middle slider. Photoshop calls
this the "Gamma". Gamma is the slope of the tone reproduction curve which
connects the highlights to the shadows. By changing this to a higher value, we
are raising the slope of the curve in the shadows, as in figure 13. This is similar to
the desired curve for low key copy which we discussed in the section on high
end systems. If you move this triangle to the left, you will notice a considerable
lightening of the image as well as more detail in the mid-tone to shadow range.
This is equivalent to making our mid-tone placement farther from the highlight
placement on high end systems. It is the same as making our tone reproduction
curve slope steeper than it was, by moving our mid-tone dot placement farther
from the highlight density chosen for the highlight dot.
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Figure 13
Gamma or mid-tone slider moved to higher value.
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Color Correction and Gray Balance1
Color imaging programs such as Photoshop use the Neugebauer equations
for determining the conversion from the RGB values of a scan. What this means
in practical terms is that the software needs to know specific colorimetric
characteristics of the process inks and the paper. These colorimetric
characteristics are provided by Photoshop for 12 ink sets, all listed under
Printing Inks under Preferences. Though we could use these default ink settings,
a more accurate approach is to take our own reading of the colorimetric
characteristics required ( in the case of Photoshop, they are the chromaticity
coordinates x, y, Y) with a spectrophotometer. Once the software knows these
colorimetric characteristics, it can then make accurate separations. This is the
desktop equivalent of adjusting the output portion of the high end scanner to
compensate for ink inefficiencies and deficiencies.
When the the software converts from RGB to CMYK, it not only needs to
render colors accurately, it also needs to make neutral grays. Since there is no
absolute value of CMYK dot sizes which always produces grays, we need to tell
the program how to make its grays. Just as on the high end, we must dial in, or
in this case, keyboard in, our gray balance information. This is determined
empirically, as with the high end, by an evaluation of which printing dot sizes
together create gray. The same press information as was used for the high end,
may be used for the desktop. Even if the ultimate printing machine is an
electronic color printer, not a printing press, then the gray balance must still be
determined.
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This can be done easily by creating a series of differing combinations of
cyan, magenta and yellow, and printing them on the color printer.
(See File 1 on floppy disk). By printing this test, we can select the combination of
cyan, magenta, and yellow, which makes our grays neutral, then we need to be
able to input that information into our conversion program. Photoshop uses a
value in a box for each ink to control the gray balance. (See figure 14).
Gray Balance:
C: 1.00
M: 1.10
V: 1.05
K: 1.00
:::
Figure 14
Gray balance boxes.
By changing these numbers we can affect the exact proportion of the
process inks in the gray areas. One of the limitations of Photoshop is thatwe can
control only one variable for each ink. Ifwe change the combinations in the
mid-
tone area by a certain degree or function, we also will have changed them for all
areas by the same degree. The program does not allow us to chose ink
proportions for gray in the highlight, mid-tone and shadow areas, one size or
choice must fit all.
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As we discussed in the section on high end color, if we get our grays
neutral, our color balance will be more accurate. As far as automatic color
correction is concerned, the software does not allow us to alter our colors based
on characteristics of the originals we use, instead we must rely on its algorithms
and the chromaticity coordinates we feed into it. To further correct colors, we
wouldmanipulate the image in CMYKmode, ink by ink if necessary, to alter our
colors.
However, there are some powerful tools for accomplishing this. One such
tool, we have previously discussed the levels tool. By using this tool while in
the CMYKmode, we can control the amount of our printing ink dots ink by ink.
We can also remove casts from the image. By calling up the levels dialog box,
and selecting the
"button"
of the ink we wish to manipulate, we can influence
color globally or locally (by selecting a specific area before we use the levels
tool).
Another control for color correction is the Hue/Saturation tool. By using this
tool, we can control the amount of inks present in the additive and subtractive
primaries. We simply open the dialog box and click on the
"button"
of the color
we wish to influence. For example ifwe want to make our reds more orange, we
click on the red button and slide the hue triangle towards yellow. This will cause
less magenta to print wherever red is present. Again, this may be done for the
whole image or a small area of the image.
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GCR and UCR
Photoshop combines the functions of GCR and UCR with the creation of
the skeleton black printer or channel. To get a black ink channel when converting
from RGB to CMYK, GCR or UCRmust be turned on. If these controls are turned
off, there will be no black channel. We can vary the amount of either to change
the percentage of black that will print.
Unsharp Masking
Unsharp masking has retained its name even onto the desktop. In
Photoshop it is listed as one ofmany possible filters whichmay be applied to the
image. It has also retained its functionality as it does add sharpness and clarity
to the image.
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Explanation of the Step-by-Step Procedure
Introduction
Now that we have explained how the requirements for color reproduction
are to be found in Photoshop, it is necessary to lay out an order for them to
applied. Otherwise we may find ourselves making too many manipulations,
which not only would waste time but also would destroy the quality of the
image. The order laid out was researched and discovered by the author as
documented in the section entitled "Methodology". It is entirely possible that an
alternative method may be discovered as good or better than the one here
suggested. Given the variety of tools present in Photoshop, this would not come
as a total surprise. It is hoped that the method described herein may inspire
others to improve upon it.
Calibration
Before we begin producing separations we must calibrate our system. As
with the high end, there are input and output considerations. The greatest
difference between the systems is probably to be found in the calibration.
Though the goals are the same, the techniques are different.
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With respect to input calibration, the desktop has less control than the high
end. Whereas with high end scanners, one can adjust the scanning in direct
relation to the actual CMYK separations, with desktop systems the scanner and
color conversion are separated. This project has found that with desktop
systems, it is more feasible to work backwards from the imagesetter to the
scanner.
The imagesetter, like the laser portion of the high end scanner, has to be
linearized. When a certain size dot is called for, the imagesetter must produce
that size dot. As before, the film processor must be in control before any
adjustments to the imagesetter can be made. The imagesetter has linearizing
software (or third party linearizing software is available) which allows us to
compensate for any errors in the size of the dots.
After the imagesetter is linearized, we may begin calibrating the rest of our
system. The color conversion software needs to be calibrated to the printing inks
of the press. This is in done for Photoshop by printing the solid ink patches of
the the four process colors and their overprints. Then the chromaticity
coordinates, x, y, and Y are read off these patches and the blank paper with a
spectrophotometer and entered as a custom ink set into the program's
preferences.
Next, the gray balance requirements for that set of inks must be obtained.
This information is entered into the program by means of the Gray Balance Boxes,
which are located on the same dialog box as the custom ink coordinates. See fig.
14. The Step-by-Step procedure explains what to do to obtain the correct 3 color
gray dots. By altering the numbers in the Gray Balance Boxes, we can see from the
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Show Info window what the neutral gray area selected will convert to in CMYK
values without having to change modes. We can keep adjusting the numbers
until the correct dots are shown.
Another factor which affects the RGB to CMYK conversion is the Monitor
Setup under Preferences. What is most important here is to chose the preferences
and keep them the same for all the separations. Though the User Guide
recommends a Gamma setting of 1.8, this project has determined that a Gamma
of 1.0 in the Monitor preferences reproduces more steps of a gray scale, thereby
giving more tonal range to our separations, (see Test sheet 12, Appendix A) This
Gamma setting should not be confused with the Gamma setting of the Gamma
Control software. That setting is solely used to adjust the monitor to match our
printed or proofed images. The Monitor setup under Preferences is another
control for how the separation is made.
Then a scan should be obtained which is known to be a good scan of an
original. The original must also be available for final comparison. If one is not
available, then we must scan our own image, the Kodak Q-60 is a good one to
use, to provide a test for our calibration. If the ink set, gray scale and dot gain are
correct, then the resulting separation from the scan will result in a proof with
close color approximation to the original. Remember, we are looking for color
approximation, not detail reproduction. If we are satisfied with the proof
compared to the original, then our system is capable of reproducing color
correctly.
We are now ready to calibrate the monitor. Here we compare the acceptable
proof to the monitor and adjust the monitor to resemble the proof as closely as
we can, but only using tools outside of color conversion program. This is
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important because we don'twant to change our separation parameters which we
set up and have found to be acceptable. Photoshop allows for this monitor
adjustment by use of the Gamma Control software which comes packaged with
Photoshop but works outside of it via the control panel of the Macintosh. Other
software such as Super Match may be used instead of the Gamma Control
software, the important thing is that we are affecting the monitor only and not
the data in our image file.
Though the User Guide instructs us to use the Gamma Control software
prior to proofing21, the method worked out by this project has found it better to
use it after the system has been characterized for ink preferences, gray balance
and RGB-CMYK conversion. This eliminates the monitor as a variable in
optimizing the path from input to output. Once our system is capable of
producing good separations, then we can make our monitor represent the final
output in so far as it is possible, so that when we manipulate an image on the
monitor, we are comfortably certain that it is in a one-to-one relationship with
our image data.
Monitors
Much is being written and marketed regarding monitor calibration. There
are two aspects of monitor calibration. One is adjusting the internal parameters
of the monitor such that it is set for optimal performance according to what it is
capable of. This type of calibration is necessary to bring a monitor up to its peak
capability and ensure that it remains
there or lets us compensate for aging. This
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is similar to linearizing an imagesetting. When we tell the monitor to turn on all
three guns (red, blue, and green) we want it to do so, or know when its not, so
thatwe (or some software) can adjust it.
The second kind of calibration has to do with matching our monitor to our
printed or final output. If we were never going to print a file but only look at it
on screen, then we could simply adjust an image until it satisfied our desire of
how it should look on screen. We would do this "outside" of the image, in that
we don't want to change the file data itself, only how that data is represented on
screen. This paradigm is the same if we are going to print our file, instead that
now we have to match our monitor to how that file data prints in place of how
we see it in ourminds.
Production
Perhaps the most important and pleasing discovery of this project was the
use of a gray scale as an aid in desktop scanning. Though using gray scales is the
preferred method for high end scanning, this author, in all his research, has
never found any reference to using gray scales with desktop scanners.
The use of the gray scale enables us to further check the veracity of our
scanner and eliminate it as a variable in the whole process. The theory behind it
is quite simple. We place a gray scale next to our copy on the scanner and scan it
with the picture. Then when we open the file in Photoshop, we verify the
grayness of the scanned gray scale by opening the Get Info window. This
window tells us the RGB /CMYK value of the pixel on which the cursor is
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centered. If the scanner is accurate ( and our gray scale was truly gray), our RGB
values should be equal throughout the gray scale. If they are, then the image, we
hypothesize, was scanned accurately by the scanner. If the RGB values are not
equal, then the scanned image of the gray scale is not gray. Since we know the
scale is gray and therefore should scan as gray, the scanner must be in error to
the degree it represents the grays not as gray.
We can then correct the gray scale by adjusting the Levels tool until the
steps of the scale are gray. Since we are relying on the number readout from the
Get Info window, we will not be fooled or misled by the color of the monitor. (As
a general rule, the Show Info window should always be open since this is our
densitometer and tells us what our printing dots will be.) This correcting of the
gray scale is done at three points along the gray scale, the highlight, mid-tone
and shadow. This procedure has been labeled the "3 point correction". Once it
has been performed, the rest of the colors in the image will be accurate. If there
was a color cast in the original, then it will still be present, but without any
additional casts due to the scanner's peculiarities. The castmay then be removed
as described in the procedure for removing casts. The main point is that we can
proceed with our image correcting and manipulation knowing that our scan is
generally correct due to our correct rendition of a known factor, the gray scale.
It is possible that the scan may not need the total 3 point correction. Some
scanners may be even be accurate enough to need none of the adjustments. Even
then, this method is still useful in that it requires us to verify the grayness of the
scale and hence the accuracy of the scanner.
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In cases where the scanner used is always "off" regarding the gray scale by
the same degree, the settings used to correct the gray scale may be saved and
automatically reused for each new scan, thereby saving time. The user will have
to decide what constitutes "the same degree" but it has been the author's
experience that one is able to judge these matters better after making and
correctingmany scans with the same scanner.
After the 3 point correction of the grayscale has been okayed, the next step is
highlight placement. This is also done while still in the RGB mode and uses the
Levels tool again. This involves analyzing the original and deciding where we
want you highlight dots to begin. Then, after opening the Levels tool, we move
the cursor over that area and with Master channel selected, we move the right
triangle slider until the correct size dots appear in the Info window. Since we
have already aligned the gray curves by performing the 3 point correction, we
are simply telling the program where to begin those curves.
Next we are ready to convert to CMYK mode. Before, we were working in
RGB mode because it is easier to recognize gray by finding equal RGB values
then having to know what precise CMYK dots together make gray. Now we are
ready to remove any casts in the picture, since now we can control each printing
ink.
Here we use both the monitor's appearance and the numbers from the Info
window. If we think we have a cast in one channel, yellow for example, then we
open the Levels box and click on the yellow channel. By moving the either the
highlight, shadow or mid-tone triangles, we can alter the amount of yellow ink
printing, as well as preview it before we click on OK.
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Conclusion
This project has determined that much of the theory and techniques of
high-end color reproduction may indeed be applied to desktop color
reproduction for the graphic arts. It is to be emphasized that the issues and
techniques discussed within this confine are not relevant to only this software
but are applicable to any color imaging software. The method for applying these
techniques may vary, but the reader should by now realize the importance of
addressing such issues as tone reproduction, gray balance and color correction.
In fact, though Photoshop's manual makes little mention of tone reproduction
and gray balance, the tools for manipulating these factors are present in the
program, as they are inmost imaging programs. The different programs may not
use the same terminology but they all must be capable of manipulating and
controlling tone reproduction, gray balance and color correction. As an example,
highlight placement may be referred to as brightness control. Yet what the
program is doing, is selecting the highlight placement and thereby affecting the
overall brightness of the picture.
The technique of correcting the image "by the
numbers" in the first part of
the method described by this project, and then in the second part, using the
monitor as a soft proof, represents a hybrid method wherein the advantages of
high end scanning and the WYSWYG of desktop publishing have been wedded
together.
Faithful color reproduction whether by means of desktop systems or high
end color, requires technique, skill and patience. No one should conclude that
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desktop color is as simple as "clicking the mouse". Yet we have shown how
desktop color may inherit the traditions and use the same techniques from the
high end systems similar to the way high end techniques and terminology
borrowed from the photographic separation tradition. Now that the reader has
seen this paradigm for desktop color reproduction, and all of the issues
involved, it is hoped that he/she will be in a better position to decide whether or
not desktop color is a viable option.
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DESKTOP COLOR CALIBRATING THE SYSTEM
In this section you will enter the chromaticity coordinates of
your printing inks and the gray balance printing dots into
Photoshop. If you know the gray balance require-ments of
your inks then you should skip Step 2.
Part 1 : Determining Gray Balance
Step 1 . Open the file Test 1 . It should be in the CYMK mode and is ready to print. Print the file,
following the procedures under Page set-up and Go to Print. Close the file.
Step 2. Proof the films, and using a piece of white paper with a hole cut out of it, choose the
square you think is gray. Record the CMY dot percentages. (Use the space on the
information sheet provided).This is the gray balance for your printing system.
Step 3. Using a spectrophotometer or a colorimeter, record the Chromaticity coordinates
for the solid ink patches and overprints which are on the right side of Test 1 . (Use the
space on the information sheet provided). You also need the coordinates for black
and the white of your substrate. Be sure the spectrophotometer or colorimeter is set
to the correct luminant and degree observerD 65, 2 observer.
You are now ready to create your own custom ink set.
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Part 2: Creating an Ink Set
Step 1 . Open Photoshop. Go lo Monitor under Preferences: Set Monitor Preferences to
6500KWhite Point, Gamma at 1.0 and choose the appropriate monitor brand
under monitor names. If your monitor is not listed, choose Generic Color.
Step 2. Go to Printing Inks under Preferences. Find Custom on list of inks and select. A
table will appear similar to the one below. Enter the chromaticity coordinates of the
process ink solid ink densities, overprints, and paper (C, M, Y, K, MY, CY, CM, CM,
CMY, and paper) which you recorded earlier from the proof. Click on Save and name
setting "Inkset 1". Click OK and now enter expected dot gain from press (for the 50%
dot) in Dot Gain Box, use 20% if you are not sure. Save and name "Ink Set 1".
Ink Colors,
C:
M:
V:
MV:
CV:
CM:
CMV:
W:
K:
X y
1 0.2328
0.4845 0.2396
0.4357 0.5013
0.6075 0.3191
0.2271 0.5513
0.2052 0.1245
0.3227 0.2962
0.3149 0.3321
0.3202 0.3241
V
26.25
14.50
71.20
14.09
19.25
2.98
2.79
83.02
0.82
^a
[ Cancel
Gray Balance:
C: 1.00
M: 1.00
V: 1.00
K: 1.00
Custom Ink Table
Step 3. Go to Separation Set-
window.
under Preferences , set GCR to none in Black generation
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Part 3: Inputting Gray Balance Information
Step 1 . Open the file Test 2. Open the Show Infowindow. Select the eye dropper tool. Move
eyedropper in gray scale blend at the middle bottom of gray step scale until
you find the pixel with a 50% cyan dot and click once. (This will change
foreground color box to the same color.)
Step 2. Select Marquee Selection tool and draw a box over the box marked "Fill with Gray".
Use Fill command under Edit in menu and fill with foreground color. This is now your
test patch whose Magenta and Yellow values you will manipulate to match the
percentages you picked from the proof.
Step 3. Record the M and Y values. If the M and Y values do not match those selected from
the Gray balance test, then proceed with Step 4, otherwise skip to step 5.
Step 4. Go to Printing Inks under Preferences. You should find your custom set, Ink Set 1
already in place. Go to Custom, the chromaticity coordinates now showing will be
from Ink Set 1 (Photoshop always uses the current ink set for the numbers in the
table.)
For yellow: if the yellow dot percentage was incorrect, then change the number in
the Gray Balance Box for yellow (Y) from 1 to a higher number if the yellow dot was
too small or to a smaller number if the dot was too large. Try an increment of .05 at
first.
For magenta: same as for yellow except change the number in the magenta (M)
box.
Click ok.
Click ok again.
Now return to the test patch and check the CMY percentages.
Repeat above adjusting procedure until you obtain the correct percent dots.
Repeat this procedure of altering the value in the Gray Balance boxes until you
obtain the right percentages in your test patch.
Once you have the numbers in the Gray Balance boxes which give you the correct
CMY percentages, then re-save the ink settings as "Ink Set
1" (thus replacing the
first "Ink Set 1".)
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In the top picture, the 50% cyan dot has been found (Step 1). The middle picture shows the
whole blend box selected and converted to the gray values of the selected dot (Step 2). The
third picture shows a the new gray balance after changing the gray balance boxes (Step 4).
Step 5. Next, Go to Separation Setup under Preferences and choose the Medium GCR
setting from the black generation window. Limit the black ink density to 90%.
Step 6. Now convert to CMYK by highlighting CMYK under the Mode Menu heading. Save
file under a different name.
Step 7. Print the file to film and make a proof.
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Part 4: Making Films
Page Setup
Go to Page Setup.
A. Screens: Always Check Screens. Click on Screens. Click auto and input your printer
resolution and screen ruling. Photoshop will figure out the correct screen angles based
on this information. Click Ok. Notice the frequencies and angles are different than
before(if you've input new numbers in the step above). Pick a half-tone shape, round or
elliptical is usually fine.
DO NOT ACTIVATE the "Use accurate screens" box unless you know your imagesetter is a
PostScript Level 2 device.
DO NOT ACTIVATE the "Use printer's default
screens" box unless you want your
imagesetter or a different software program to provide the screening angles.
B. Transfer: DO NOT USE THIS FUNCTION unless you know by how much the
imagesetter is "off". This is used to compensate for dot gain created by the inaccuracy
of the imagesetter. For example, if your image data tells the imagesetter to make a 40%
dot in a certain place and it makes 50% instead, you have 10% dot gain. This will make
your image darker than it should be. The transfer function allows you to reconfigure the
imagesetter to produce the correct size dot. Making sure the imagesetter is printing
correct dot sizes is called
"linearizing" the imagesetter. This should ideally be done by
using a linearization program specific to the imagesetter. IT IS INADVISABLE TO
USE THIS FUNCTION.
C. Background: Optional. This simply adds a colored background around the border of your
image.
D. Border: Optional
C. Caption: Optional. Allows caption to be added to black separation. Write pertinent
information here.
E. Negative: click on this box if you want negatives. Remember, some proofing systems
work with positives.
F. Emulsion down: Depends on your printing method and proofing system.
G. Activate Labels, Cropmarks, Calibration Bars, and Registration Marks. These will
help you register the separation films.
H. Interpolation: Click here only if your imagesetter has PostScript Level 2
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Printing
Go to Print Command.
A. Click on Color/Grayscale. Do not Click on "Print Using Color PostScript", this is for color
printers, not imagesetters.
B. Click on Binary encoding unless you know that your network or printer can't support it,
in which case use ASCII.
C. Click on Print.
EVALUATING THE PROOF
View the proof under standard lighting conditions and determine
if the gray scale at the top of the page is gray. If you are satisfied
with its grayness, you are ready to proceed to the next stage. If you
are not satisfied with the gray, then re-evaluate the square you
chose from Testl 1 and choose a different square. You must repeat
Parts 2 and 3 of this section. (Note: If you were using gray balance
information supplied from a press test, you would not evaluate the
grayness of the grayscale, the matching of the numbers would be
more important.)
If you are satisfied with the grayness, then compare the Q-60 on
the DigiCal 2 proof with the original. There should be a good match
between the two. If you are not satisfied with the comparison, go
back and re-examine your gray scale, if it has a cast to it, then your
proof and original will not match. You may need to repeat Parts 2
and 3 of this section.
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CALIBRATING THE MONITOR TO THE PROOF
For this next procedure to work, make sure the monitor has been on at
least 2 hours.
Step 1 . Open your CMYK version of DigiCal 2. Hold your proof next to monitor and compare.
Step 2. Open the "Gamma
Control"
software from the Control Panels under the Apple. Close
any windows from the desktop which may be open. You should have your Photoshop
image and Gamma Control on top of it.
Next, you are going to adjust the response of the monitor to your image's data. This
adjustment will not affect the data in your image.
Step 3. Click on White point. Slide the three triangles until the white of your monitor matches
the white of your proof.
Step 4. Click on Balance. Slide the three triangles until the mid-tones of your monitor match
the mid-tones of your proof. Next slide the triangle under the Gamma Adjustment until
the gray patches in the bar seem to blend into each other.
Step5. Click on Black Point. Slide the three triangles until the dark areas of the monitor
match the dark areas of the proof.
Step 6. Click on the different Target Gammas (1 .0, 1 .4, 1 .8, 2.2) until the overall contrast and
brightness of the monitor matches your proof.
Repeat the above steps until you are satisfied with results.
Step 7. Save your Gamma setting by Clicking on Save and giving it a name.
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PRODUCING SEPARATIONS
Scanning
Scanning with a Flat Bed Scanner-Reflection copy
Step 1 . Lay grayscale along side of original on bed of scanner
Step 2. Initiate preview to crop image.
Step 3. Set resolution to 1 .5 x Ipi of screen ruling. Scan and save file as TIFF.
Scanning with a Slide Scanner
Step 1 . Scan Q-60 slide, save as TIFF.
Step 2. Scan original slide, save as TIFF.
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Corrections in RGB mode
This next section tells you how to correct for any scanner color imbalances
by seeing if the scanner correctly scanned our gray scale. If the gray is not
represented as gray, then all our colors will be "off". After you have
performed this procedure, your scan will be accurate. This will not remove
casts due to the nature of the original, that procedure comes later.
A. Reflection copy - 3 Point Correction
Step 1. Open Photoshop and open scanned file.
~ -
Step 2. Open Show Info window.
Step 3. Open Adjust/Levels. Analyze the RGB values of the gray scale by moving the cursor
over 3 different steps, a light, a medium and a dark. Observe if the RGB values are
equal to each other. If they are (within + 5), then go to step X. Otherwise proceed to
Step 4.
Step 4. Start with the lightest step, in which all the RGB values are less than 255, and
determine which of the three is highest, Red, Green or Blue.
Step5. Raise the other two channel values by clicking on the appropriate channel and moving
the right triangle slider on the upper bar. Raise these until they are approximately
equal to the highest channel you observed in Step 4.
See next page for examples
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ORed O Green O Blue Master
Example: If the RGB values in the lightest step are R-247, G-239, B-222, then you want
to raise the B and G values to equal the R value of 247.
i i fnoi^i LLULIl
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0/ OK
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Click on the blue button and move the triangle on the upper slider bar slightly to the left.
Now move the cursor to check what the new value of B would be if you OK'ed the
adjustment. The Show Info window will tell you both the old value and the new value.
Here the blue channel was adjusted until the B value was equal or nearly equal to the R
value.
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Finally, the green channel was adjusted to make it even with the other two.
Next, you will balance the RGB numbers for the darker steps. The procedure is parallel to
what you did with the light step, but instead of raising values to match the highest, you will
lower values to match the lowest.
Step 6. Pick move the cursor over the dark step you selected earlier and determine the
channel with the lowest of the RGB values. Don't use a step where you find values of
0.
Step 7. Lower the other two channel values by clicking on the appropriate channel and
moving the left triangle slider on the upper bar. Lower these until they are
approximately equal to the lowest value you observed in Step 6.
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Cancel
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Lowering the Green value.
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Cancel
Preuieui
Load.
Output Leuels: 0 255 Saue.
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Lowering the Blue value.
Last, you will check and balance the RGB values for the mid-tones. The procedure is the
same as the first two, select a step in your grayscale and observe the RGB values. If they are
not equal, select the one in the middle as your target and adjust the other two channels to that.
You will probably find that after adjusting the highlight and shadow steps, the mid-tone steps
will not need any adjusting.
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At this stage, be sure
to look at where the
values are currently,
due to previous
adjustments.
Here, the red needs to be lowered to the green's value
while the blue needs to be raised to the green's value.
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The Red channel is lowered.
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Corrections in RGB mode
B. Slides - 3 Point Correction
As with the reflection copy, you will adjust the gray scale to read gray.
However, you must do this with Q-60 first, save the correction settings,
and then load the corrections into the slide image you are correcting.
Stepl . Open the File of your Q-60 slide scan.
Step 2. Perform the same corrections as specified in Part A. for reflection copy.
Do Not Okay the changes.
Step 3. Save the settings for your 3 point correction by Clicking on Save in the Levels Dialog
Box. You will be asked to name them, do so and then close the Q-60 file.
Step 4. Open the scan of your slide. Open the Levels tool and Click on Load. Load your
saved 3 point correction settings and Click on OK in the Levels dialogue box.
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Corrections in RGB mode
C. Tone Reproduction
Highlight Placement
Now you are ready to make the highlight placement. If at all possible, have
the original available to aid in choosing a highlight. Evaluate where you
think the lightest significant neutral detail is to be found. This is where you
want your
"5%" dots to begin. Remember: since you are placing 3 dots at
once, C,M,& Y, they won't all be 5%. It may be a 6%C, 4%M, 4%Y which
you are placing. The term "5%" is used loosely to stand for lightest
printing dot.
Step 1 . Open the Levels tool. Place your cursor over the area you have picked to be your
highlight.
Step 2. With the Master channel button selected, move the right triangle on the upper slider
bar until the proper size dots appear in your highlight area.
Step 3. Click OK.
Shadow and Mid-tone Placement
After you have made your highlight placement, you need to evaluate the
monitor compared to your original and decide if you are keeping your
detail and color saturation. This is where the accuracy of your monitor's
calibration to the printing system will come into play, for this is the first
correction made based on the screen appearance of your image.
Step 1 . Open the Levels tool. With the master channel selected, adjust the left and center
triangles on the upper slider bar until the image looks like you want it to. Click OK.
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In this picture, the area chosen for highlight is
showing too large a dot for a highlight.
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The highlight triangle is moved until the dots are the
size you want them to be.
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Corrections in CMYK mode
In this section you will now make corrections by manipulating the 4
process printing inks directly.
A. Converting to CMYK mode.
Step 1 . Verify that the correct inkset, moniotr preferences, and separations setup are selected
under Preferences.
Step 2. Highlight CMYK under the Mode menu heading.
B. Removing Color Casts.
Step 1 . Using the cursor and Show Info window, determine whether or not there is a cast to
your image. Check in the fleshtones, and areas you know should be white or gray.
Compare your original with the screen.
Step 2. If the image has a cast to it, open the Levels tool and Click on the ink whose excess is
the cause of the cast.
Step 3. If the excess is in the highlights, then move the right triangle until the level is lowered.
Likewise, if the excess is in the mid-tone or shadow, move the middle or left triangles
respectively, until the proper amount of printing dot is showing. A note of caution:.
Moving the right or left triangle automatically moves the middle triangle. This can
cause your mid-tones to gain or lose saturation. If you need to move only the left or
right triangle, be sure to check areas of the image with a mid-tone dot to be sure it is
not undesirably altered.
Step 4. Preview your changes and Click OK when you are satisfied.
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104/104
32/ 32
Yellow cast in image.
OCOMYOK O Master
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44/ 44*
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3/ 3*
Yellow cast removed.
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C. Unsharp mask
Step 1. Select 'Unsharp Mask from Sharpen menu command under Menu Heading Filter.
Step 2. Set amount to 100%, specify a radius of 2 pixels , and a threshold of 0, and click OK.
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Endnotes
* Frank Cost, Assistant Professor, School of Printing Management and Sciences,
RIT Campus. Jan. 1992.
2 Matazzoni, J. 'The Prepress Edge." MACWORLD, Oct. 1991: 138-145
3 Conversations with Frank Cost, Assistant Professor, School of Printing
Management and Sciences, RIT Campus. Jan. 1992.
4 Conversation with Kelly Laughlin, Technical Assistant, School of Printing
Management and Sciences, RIT Campus. Jan. 1992.
5 An Introduction to Digital Color Prepress, Lino color book, Beyond the Desktop.
6 InfoWorld Oct. 28, 1991 Volume 13,Number 43: 85.
7MacWeek Oct. 15, 1991 Volume 5,Number 35: 45.
8MacWeek Jul. 16, 1991, Volume 5,Number 25: 49.
9 Gualielmo,C,MacWeek Oct. 1, 1991 Volume 5,Number 33: 30.
10 Ibid
11 Conversation with Marie Freckleton, Associate Professor, School of Printing
Management and Sciences, RIT Campus. Fall 1991.
12 Molla, R., Electronic Color Separation. . p.137. Southworth, M. Color
Separation Techniques.p. 10-6.
13 Molla, R., p.137
14 Ibid p. 137
15 Molla, R., p. 141.
16 System Brunner Picture Contrast Profile, p. 5- p. 20.
17 Southworth,M., p. 11-1,
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18Molla, R, p. 183.
19What you see is what you get.
2" What is often overlooked is how to make the final output match the original.
2* Photoshop UserGuide, p. 204
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APPENDIX A
Example 1: Highlight Placement
Highlight Placement 1 shows a careful placement of the highlight in the lightest
portion of the picture with detail. The Highlightwas placed using the Levels tool
in Photoshop in the white hair of the collie.
Highlight Placement 2 shows a highlight placed in the lower portion of the dress
of the girl on the left. This removes detail in highlight areas whichwere lighter
than that area of the dress.
Example 2: Mid-tone Placement
Mid-tone placement 1 shows emphasis in the high to mid-range portion of the
picture. There is good contrast in the highlights due to the mid-tone being placed
close to the highlight. This was accomplishedwith themiddle upper slider on
the Levels tool.
Mid-tone placement 2 shows a loss of contrast in the highlights and more
contrast in themiddle to shadow tones. This was accomplished by moving the
middle upper slider on the Levels tool to the left.
Example 3: Color Casts
The same file was used to create both pictures. In the top picture the cast was left
in, while in the bottom picture the castwas removed by using the Levels tool on
the yellow channel.
Example 4: 3 Point Correction
The top picture was scanned and printed with no corrections. The bottom
picture was made from the same file as the top but with the 3 Point correction
applied.
Example 5: 3 Point Correction
The top picture was scanned and printed with no corrections. The bottom
picture was made from the same file as the top but with the 3 Point correction
applied.
A-l
Macintosh Tune-up
Photoshop requires free disk space of 3 x the image file size. If the image
file size is 2 megabytes, then Photoshop needs 6 megabytes of blank disk space.
If the hard drive is fragmented, this will impair Photoshop's performance. To de
fragment the hard drive, a hard drive utility software such as The Norton
Utilities is needed.
The process of de-fragmenting the hard drive is called "optimizing" by the
Norton Utilities. In order to optimize the hard drive, the start-up system and the
Norton Utilities can not be on the hard drive youwish to optimize.
After starting up from a disk with an operating system and the Norton
Utilities on it, open the the application calledNorton Utilities. Before running
Speed Disk (Norton's optimizing program), run the Disk Doctor. This will find
and repair anyminor problems on the hard drive. Then, run Speed Disk. This
optimizing program will take from a few to many minutes depending on the size
and fragmentation of the hard drive.
B-l
HIGH END SCANNERS
Calibrating the System PRODUCING SEPARATIONS
From successful job, obtain
press sheets and films used to
make plates
Make proofs from films, adjust
proofing system until proofs
match press sheet.
TONE REPRODUCTION
Analyze Original to determine
Gradation Curve.
Determine printing dot placements
Set scanner for dot placements
Set scanner for grey balance
Determine gray balance
according to inks.(TRAND or
END TESTS)
General color correction
Selective color correction
GCR or UCR applied
Linearize Scanner
Process Control
Scan Test image
Develop film
Make proofs on calibrated
proofing system.
Scan
Develop films
Proof films
Analyze
(Re-scan)
Compare proof to original &
adjust scanner and repeat
scanning-proofing until
acceptable match is made.
Final films
c-i
Desktop Color - Calibrating the System
i
Print Initial calibration file
Obtain Ink characteristics
Determineor obtain gray balance
Enter both into program
Set preferences in Photoshop
Printing inks
(including gray balance)
Monitor
GCR
I
Open second calibration file
Convert to CMYK
I
Print file
Evaluate gray balance
(Adjust if necessary)
Repeat above steps until
grayscale is gray.
Evaluate with original
and color correct.
Reprint
Repeat until
color balance is ok.
Adjust Monitor to Proof
outside of separation program.
C-2
Desktop Color Producing Separations
Scan Images with gray scale
Evaluate on monitor
Perform 3Pt. RGB correction
Make highlight placement
Convert to CMYK
Make midtone and shadow
placement according to original.
Remove color casts
C-3
